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ABSTRACT

RÉSUMÉ

Introduction. The increasing incidence of the breast
cancer needs more comprehensive assessment approaches to ensure the best quality of the medical care
before and after mastectomy and breast reconstruction, to minimize the negative consequences and to
target maximum therapeutic compliance. The best
results may be achieved in a multidisciplinary team.
The objective of the study was to introduce the
Multidisciplinary Management File for Breast Cancer
Patients, for a more comprehensive management of the
breast cancer case.
Material and methods. Twenty patients of this
prospective study, aged 32-65 years, divided into 2
groups: the study group (10 patients) in which the
Multidisciplinary Management File for Breast Cancer
Patients was used and the control group (10 patients),
in which the classic approach was applied.
Results. The openness for the multidisciplinary approach was increased in persons living in urban areas
(80%) and with higher education (90% high school
graduates or more). Unknown pathologies were detected: 3 thyroid diseases, 1 case of diabetes mellitus,
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Introduction. L’incidence croissante du cancer du
sein nécessite des approches d’évaluation plus complètes afin d’assurer la meilleure qualité de soins médicaux avant et après la mastectomie et la reconstruction
mammaire, pour minimiser les conséquences négatives
et viser une observance thérapeutique maximale. Les
meilleurs résultats peuvent être obtenus dans une
équipe multidisciplinaire.
Objectif. Présenter la Carte de gestion multidisciplinaire pour les patientes atteintes d’un cancer du sein,
dans le but d’une prise en charge plus complète du
cancer du sein.
Méthodes. 20 patientes de cette étude prospective,
âgées de 32 à 65 ans, ont été réparties en 2 groupes ; le
groupe d’étude (10 patientes) dans lequel la Carte de gestion multidisciplinaire pour les patientes atteintes d’un
cancer du sein a été utilisée et le groupe témoin (10 patientes), dans lequel l’approche classique était appliquée.
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6 patients with postural changes, biomechanical alterations of the scapular belt, muscle compensations,
anxiety (100%) and depression (3 patients). Six patients
had breast reconstruction, compared to 3 patients in
the control group.
Conclusions. The data confirm the increased efficiency of the use of the Multidisciplinary Management
File for Breast Cancer Patients, with a better objective
and subjective evolution compared to the cases approached in a classical manner. Teamwork facilitates
the communication between specialists, as well as between the specialists and the patients.
Keywords: multidisciplinary team, communication,
compliance, mastectomy.
Abbreviations
MMFBCP – Multidisciplinary Management File for
Breast Cancer Patients

Résultats. L’ouverture à l’approche multidisciplinaire
a été accrue chez les personnes vivant en milieu urbain
(80% dans le groupe d’étude) ainsi que dans l’enseignement supérieur (90% diplômés du secondaire ou
plus). La présence de pathologies inconnues a été dépistée : 3 pathologies thyroïdiennes, 1 cas de diabète
sucré, 6 patientes avec changements de posture, altérations biomécaniques de la ceinture scapulaire, compensations musculaires, anxiété (100%) et dépression
(3 patientes). 6 patientes du groupe d’étude ont eu une
reconstruction mammaire, par rapport à 3 patientes
du groupe témoin.
Conclusions. Les données confirment l’efficacité accrue de l’utilisation de la Carte de gestion multidisciplinaire pour les patientes atteintes d’un cancer du
sein, utilisée avec le groupe d’étude, à une meilleure
évolution objective et subjective par rapport aux cas
abordés de manière classique. Le travail en équipe
facilite la communication entre les spécialistes, ainsi
qu’entre les spécialistes et les patients.
Mots-clés: équipe multidisciplinaire, communication, compliance, mastectomie

INTRODUCTION
Breast cancer is a pathology with increasing incidence: over 2,000,000 new cases of breast cancer
were reported1 in 2018. The standards used so far provide a unique, individual approach, with the oncologist in the centre of it. The complexity of this pathology, however, makes a multidisciplinary approach2
more and more necessary. There is a shortage in the
literature regarding the multidisciplinary approach of
patients with recommendation for breast reconstruction, and in practice, this approach is almost absent,
with few exceptions in some countries. There are
standards of approach strictly on the oncological and
surgical side3,4 (including the postsurgical period), but
not for the possible needs related to the biomechanical, postural, local biological and psycho-emotional
aspects of the patient care (which, in clinical practice,
have proven to have a great impact on the results of
the whole therapeutic approach). However, in order
to cover all these aspects of the rehabilitation, the intervention of several medical and support specialties
is necessary, simultaneously or successively.
The multidisciplinary approach is necessary
in each stage of the management of an oncological case, from diagnosis to therapy and then breast
reconstruction, the result being a higher survival
rate 5,6, the increase of the quality of life7,8 and the
patient’s life expectancy. Working in a team facilitates communication between specialists, on the

one hand, by adopting a common therapeutic point
of view and conduct, and regulating the timing of
the therapeutic acts, avoiding the extension of time
for some investigations. Thus, a common standard
of therapy is reached, with standards and protocols
belonging to different specialties being agreed. On
the other hand, working in a multidisciplinary team
favours a better communication between specialists
and the patient – she gets more congruent, unitary
information, which helps to understand more accurately her medical situation and the options she
has and, implicitly, to the decrease of the associated
anxiety, the end result being an increased treatment
compliance and an improvement of the quality of
life.
When it comes to a multidisciplinary team, it is
often composed of specialists in oncology, oncological surgery, imaging, anatomic pathology and radiotherapy 9, in a few cases psychiatry or plastic surgery
and only in very rare cases other specialties.
The idea of this study is based on a 5-year observation period in centres such as the Cluj-Napoca
Count y Emergency Clinical Hospital – the
Plastic Surgery and Reconstructive Microsurgery
Department, the AKH Hospital and the Dobling
Private Clinic in Vienna (Austria) and the Andarai
Hospital from Rio de Janeiro (Brazil), where the authors had the opportunity to observe, comparatively, the approach of the breast cancer cases, from the
stage of diagnosis to that of surgical reconstruction.
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THE OBJECTIVE OF THE STUDY was to analyse the
opportunity to implement the Multidisciplinary
Management File for Breast Cancer Patients (hereinafter referred to as MMFBCP – Multidisciplinary
Management File), that includes the investigations,
results, observations and recommendations made by
all the specialists involved in the management of this
type of case. The expected result is the achievement of
a more comprehensive management of the breast cancer case, with the increase of the rate of the post-mastectomy breast reconstruction interventions.
MATERIAL

AND METHODS

An initial prospective study for the implementation of the MMFBCP was carried out between
September 2017 – August 2019 at the Cluj-Napoca
County Emergency Clinical Hospital, Romania.
Twenty patients, aged between 32 and 65 years, who
were diagnosed with a form of breast cancer, were
divided into 2 groups: the study group (10 patients) in
which the above mentioned MMFBCP was used and
the control group (10 patients), in which the classic
approach was applied, with interdisciplinary collaboration, but without using the MMFBCP.
The inclusion criteria were:
 breast pathology suitable for reconstruction
 stage up to T2N0M0.
The exclusion criteria were mammary pathologies unable to be reconstructed and those surgically
outdated.
Thus, 6 patients had a diagnosis of breast fibroadenoma (4 of which used the MMFBCP), 5 of
breast adenocarcinoma (in 3 patients the MMFBCP
was used) and 9 with infiltrative ductal carcinoma (3
of them accepted the use of the MMFBCP).
The two groups were constituted exclusively
on the ground of the consent for the use of the
MMFBCP.
It has two sections:
Section I includes the demographic data: first and
last name, age, marital status, race (given that the incidence of malignant mammary disease is higher in the
white race10), professional status (with observations related to the characteristics of the environment – dominant body posture, stress), risk factors (age, genetic
mutations of the BRCA1 and BRCA2 genes, obesity,
hormonal therapies)11, information about the hobby
and leisure (e.g. sports12 at what level – occasionally,
regularly), any other information considered relevant
for a global assessment of the person.
This section is initiated by the General Practitioner but can be supplemented with information
obtained by any of the specialists who are part of the
multidisciplinary case management team.
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Section II is the largest and includes the investigations, observations and recommendations of each
specialist involved. The specialties we propose are the
following:
 Oncology – evaluates the case and proposes the
variant of medical or surgical treatment, after consulting with the pathologist.
 Oncological surgery – elaborates the surgical treatment plan.
 Plastic and reconstructive surgery – intervenes
to establish the most optimal way of surgical approach for a concomitant breast reconstruction
or subsequent to mastectomy. Establishing the
type and moment of reconstruction requires the
collaboration between the oncologist – oncologist
surgeon – plastic surgeon, thereby achieving an effective personalization of the therapeutic protocol.
 Radiotherapy – starts usually three to four weeks
after the mastectomy. It is administered by a radiation oncologist in order to destroy the undetectable
cancer cells, thus reducing the risk of recurrence.
 Chemotherapy – a systemic therapy designed to
destroy or at least slow down the growth of cancer
cells, but in some cases also to shrink a tumour
before surgery.
 Medical imaging – intervenes both at the initial
evaluation and at the long-term monitoring of the
case, regardless of the treatment modality chosen.
 Physical medicine and rehabilitation – examines
the patient from the point of view of the musculoskeletal status and aims the reintegration of the
patients into an active environment from the point
of view of the physical activity13,14. Also, during the
postsurgical period, it is necessary to perform manual lymphatic drainage and specific exercises for
the lymphedema that appears after radiotherapy15,
which are performed at the indication and under
the supervision of the specialist of physical medicine and rehabilitation.
 Anaesthesiology – the presurgical assessment of the
global health status for the patients’ safety during
and after the surgical procedures that will follow.
 Physiotherapy – performs the assessment of the
postural system and the biomechanics of the scapular belts, upper limbs16, cranio-cervical-mandibular system, the assessment of the already existing
compensation mechanisms, as well as of other
functions that directly interfere with the tissues interested in the breast pathology. This is necessary
because the physiotherapist will also intervene in
the postsurgical rehabilitation process17 and a neglected postural disorder may interfere with recovery and may be misinterpreted as a surgical failure
due to breast reconstruction or a postsurgical complication. After mastectomy, there is a tendency to
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decrease physical activity, but also to increase hyper
kyphosis. Difficulties arise in performing shoulder
movements, as a result of decreased activity of the
upper limb, due to lymphedema (which induces or
accentuates postural alterations, asymmetries), but
also the fear of engaging in movement. Without
the specific presurgical assessment (which becomes
an integral part of the MMFBCP), we cannot accurately determine the difference between a pre-existing disorder and a postsurgical change. The
secondary purpose of this assessment is to inform
patients about possible postural changes and their
management options.
Clinical psychology – assesses the patient’s cognitive, behavioural, emotional and social status,
autonomy in daily and work activities, problem
solving ability, decision making, self-esteem, responsibility and accountability, communication,
lifestyle, social relationships and the perception of
social support18, beliefs, emotions. The presurgical
counselling the patient will benefit from will focus
on accepting the diagnosis, seeking resources and
solutions, increasing treatment compliance (both
in the case of mastectomy and the breast reconstruction), but also preparing for an uncertain
future. The psychologist will monitor the patient
also during the postsurgical period (both oncology
and post-breast reconstruction), because rehabilitation19 does not only mean eliminating the pathology and then prosthesis, but also teaching the
patient to live with the change produced, to accept
and integrate it (not only physically but especially
psychically). Proper and complete rehabilitation
leads, in the long-term, to reducing the medical,
social and emotional costs associated with the new
health state. If there are suspicions20, the psychologist will recommend a psychiatric consultation.
Also, during the post-mastectomy and post-breast
reconstruction period, the patient is strongly advised to attend support groups.
Endocrinology – evaluates the endocrine status,
performs pre- and postsurgical endocrine adjustments.21
Nutrition and diabetes – a specialty that assesses
the patient’s health and nutrition style, in order
to determine possible risk factors and to acquire
principles of proper, healthy nutrition22,23
Any other medical or support specialty that can
contribute, directly or indirectly, to the accuracy of
the diagnosis, the optimal development of the therapeutic plan and to the recovery and rehabilitation
of the patient, together with adopting an appropriate lifestyle that will lead to the improvement of
the quality of life.

RESULTS
The patients who accepted the innovative approach of multidisciplinary collaboration based on
the MMFBCP came mainly from the urban area (8
out of 10); those who refused it came mainly from
the rural area (7 out of 10). The explanation could be
the increased accessibility and the greater mobility of
the patients in the urban area to all the medical specialties that appear in the file and are compulsory, on
one hand, but also the denial of the diagnosis and the
fear of the complexity of the file, on the other hand.
As for the academic education:
 in the study group: 4 are university graduates, 2 are
post-secondary school graduates, 3 are high school
graduates, 1 is a professional school graduate.
 the distribution in the control group is the following: 2 university graduates, 4 high school graduates, 1 professional school graduate, 3 patients have
8 classes or less.
A volunteer was also involved in the study; she
was available on the phone for the patients who accepted the MMFBCP and provided assistance, including programming to team member specialists.
The patients of the two groups were assessed by
the following medical specialists (as noted in the file,
in this order); the results are given in percentage for
each group:
. General Practitioner: 100% (both groups)
. Oncologist: 100% (both groups)
. Medical imaging: 100% (both groups)
 Laboratory: 100% – 3 patients with a family oncological history underwent genetic testing, too.
. Oncological surgery: 100% (both groups)
 Gynaecology: 100% (study group) and 40% (control group) – for specialized consultation, hormonal profile and Pap test
 Diabetes, nutrition and metabolic diseases: 100%
of the study group and 20% of the control group
 Endocrinology: 100% of the study group and 0 of
the control group.
 Physic al medicine and rehabilit at ion +
Physiotherapy: 100% (in the study group), 0 (control group)
 Clinical psychology: 100% (study group) and 0
(control group)
 Psychiatry: 100% study group, 0 control group.
. Anaesthesia: 100% (both study and control group)
. Pathological anatomy: 100% (both groups)
. Radiotherapy and Chemotherapy: all patients with
infiltrative ductal carcinoma (9, of whom 3 accepted the use of the MMFBCP) had postsurgical radiotherapy. All patients underwent chemotherapy
treatment.
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. Plastic and reconstructive surgery: 8 patients from
the study group presented themselves before the
mastectomy, for the elaboration of a therapeutic
plan for post-mastectomy reconstruction (80%).
Subsequently, 6 of them presented for reconstruction, the 2 excluded being a patient with uncontrolled cardiac pathology and one with diabetes).
Of the control group, only 3 were presented at the
plastic and reconstructive surgery consultation and
subsequently at the breast reconstruction intervention (30%).
Following the analysis of the centralized data,
the following aspects were found:
 3 of the 10 patients who presented to the endocrinological assessment (as part of the MMFBCP) had
a thyroid pathology. We cannot anticipate the impact that an undiagnosed thyroid pathology could
have on the subsequent evolution of the cases;
 one patient in the study group (10%) and 2 patients
in the control group (20%) who presented to a nutrition and diabetes assessment were diagnosed
with diabetes mellitus (1), respectively with metabolic syndrome (2);
 6 of the 10 patients who presented to Physical medicine and rehabilitation, respectively Physiotherapy,
presented postural changes, alterations of the biomechanics of the scapular belt and mechanisms of
muscular compensation
 all the patients who underwent the psychological
evaluation had symptoms of anxiety of different
intensities, and 3 patients were detected with symptoms of depression
 one of the patients in the study group benefited
from psychiatric medication for moderate depression.
 the physical recovery after the mastectomy and
breast reconstruction interventions was faster, the
patients benefiting from the support of the physiotherapist
 psychological counselling sessions (on average 3
before mastectomy, including assessment, 4 after
mastectomy and before breast reconstruction) and
group sessions (3 sessions, with variable number of
participants) contributed to the increase of understanding and acceptance, to increased confidence
in medical records and, as a consequence, a better
post-mastectomy and breast reconstruction therapeutic compliance.

DISCUSSION
At first glance, it seems a cumbersome process,
with many specialists involved. But a study based on
literature search (27 studies included) reports a team
members number between 2 and 12. Our maximum
84
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number is 14. In usual care, the reported number of
members is 1 or 2.24
The main obstacles that may arise in the implementation of this process and, implicitly, of the use of
MMFBCP are human, first and foremost:
 finding qualified staff willing to work in a team, as
teamwork means a decision to work together, trust
in each other and commitment for a shared objective (giving up, to some extent, the autonomy)25. Of
course, there is a team leader, case manager, usually
the oncologist, but its members are equal in importance in the therapeutic process, each of them has
equal access to all the information contained in the
file and may complete it, along the way, with any
other information considered relevant to the case.
 poor communication between team in members;
 the ambiguity of the role of each member, with an
impact on assuming responsibility in the therapeutic approach;
 longer time spent in the process of evaluating the
case – in fact, we suggest that all assessments be
performed within the usual, “standard“ range of
time, between the moment of diagnosis and the
time of mastectomy; setting up a stable, synchronized multidisciplinary team will surely remove
this fear;
 seemingly higher costs – because of involving a big
number of specialists in a short time; but the costs
can be even higher when omitting some steps or in
case of avoidable or minimizable complications;
 the patient’s perception – anxious people may consider that their case is extremely serious and that is
why they require such a big number of specialists.
Beyond these limitations or obstacles, the benefits are many more:
 early identification of all risk factors that may impede the patient’s efficient collaboration with the
medical and support staff or can generate true pathologies when another triggering factor occurs26.
 increased treatment compliance (whatever it may
be) – the patient becomes aware of everything her
case involves and can have an overview that helps
her to “structure“ her near or medium-term future,
always knowing what the next step will be in the
evolution of the case; the patient’s satisfaction is
greater in a team-based care delivery, as it can enhance the quality of care27.
 choosing the most appropriate treatment option,
by consulting and comparing several variants belonging to different medical specialties, based on
diagnostic imaging and pathology28;
 choosing the optimal surgical variant for the subsequent accomplishment of breast reconstruction;
 lowering the stress level by providing a secure
framework;
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 the reduction of the associated costs, in the
long-term, including the social ones, through a
quick and efficient social and professional reintegration;
 prevention and, if occurring, early rehabilitation of
musculoskeletal complications;
 prevention of the associated psycho-emotional
disorders and, subsequently, the breast reconstruction;
 increasing the quality of life and life expectancy29.
There is a great amount of literature on the benefits of the teamwork, several studies underlining that
the best decision about a possible diagnosis and also
for the treatment plan is made in a multidisciplinary
team30-32; even an assessment tool for the cancer care
multidisciplinary team has been developed, with the
aim of self-improvement and monitoring.33
LIMITS OF THE STUDY. The main limitation
of the study is the small number of patients. Even
so, taken as a percentage, the results are promising.
An argument for the small number of patients who
make up the study group is that the decision of the
approach belonged to the medical staff involved and
was not an “institutional“ one, in other words there
is no standard protocol for this approach. Providing
organizational support was claimed necessary for the
high quality and patient-centred medical care even in
countries with a better background in medical teamwork.34

THE

CONCLUSIONS
Increasing incidence and complexity of breast
cancer requires the extension of diagnostic and treatment options. The approach standards used so far
strictly refer to the oncological and surgical evaluation and therapy, taking into account too little the
possible needs related to the biomechanical, postural,
biological and psycho-emotional aspects related to
the patients (which, in clinical practice, have been
proven to have a very large impact on the results of
the whole therapeutic approach). However, in order
to cover all these aspects of the rehabilitation, it is
necessary the simultaneous or successive intervention
of several medical and support specialties.
Teamwork facilitates the communication between specialists, by adopting a common therapeutic point of view and conduct and synchronizing the
therapeutic acts, avoiding the extension of time for
some investigations. Thus, a common standard of
therapy is reached, with standards and protocols belonging to different specialties being agreed.
On the other hand, multidisciplinary teamwork
promotes better communication between specialists

and patients, thus obtaining congruent, unitary information, which helps them to understand more
precisely their medical situation and the options they
have and, implicitly, to reduce the associated anxiety,
the final result being the increase of the treatment
compliance and the improvement of the quality of
life.
Patients who have agreed to comply with the
requirements imposed by the Multidisciplinary
Management File for Breast Cancer Patients had a
better objective and subjective evolution compared to
the cases approached in a classical manner.
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